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From copyrights to PCLs

 Copyrights—a recent heritage from the 1850s-1880s—are “mandatory transitory
monopolies” they are based on a crucial cost-benefit balance:
 Monopolies are costly since they increase prices. Such costs are acceptable only if there is an increase in

creativity considered as valuable by the whole society.
 Dynamics: the stronger and the longer the monopoly is, the higher the benefits should be, and the higher

the incentives to infringe it are.
 In European cultural history, copyrights are the exception rather than the rule (not really before mid 1800s)

and famous cases suggest that copyrights can be anti-creative (Cervantes Don Quixote II).

 Private copy levies (PCLs)—an heritage from the 1960s-1980s—are special levies (or
taxes) charged on purchases of “recordable” media.
 Introduced because the new technologies of the 1970s-1980s (K7s, VCRs, etc.) offered no alternative

resources which could compensate losses in copyrights.
 It is different today: Internet-related technologies offer alternative resources to content producers.
 From a fiscal technique perspective, PCL is an archaic system which is regressive and easy to capture.

 Since the 1990s, new information technologies reshape deeply “cultural” industries.
But, it is key to note that these industries are doing well if one looks at the complete
picture (for instance, fall of recorded music, but rise of digital music and concerts).
 As a result, enviable average annual growth rates. For instance, in France: 2% (movie), 5.2% (living

spectacle), 6% (TVs).
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PCLs: same instrument, different enforcement

 Fragmented EU in PCL: interestingly, the richest EU Member States do not impose the highest PCLs.
 This situation raises two questions:

 Do high PCLs generate higher costs? Increased evidence that it is the case (UFC-Que Choisir).
 Do high PCLs generate higher cultural benefits? See next page on different results.

Source for PCL data: UFC-Que Choisir quoting WIPO/Thuiskopie
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PCL
euro PCL GDP/cap

Pays-Bas 0.32 100 100
Autriche 0.78 244 97
Danemark 0.79 247 116
Suède 1.03 322 114
Italie 1.18 369 68
Finlande 1.31 409 97
Belgique 2.14 669 90
France 2.65 828 87
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PCLs: different enforcement, different results

 Do high PCLs favor culture? Two troubling cases:
 France and Sweden in the Eurovision contest: higher French PCLs have not  prevented the continuous decline

of the French ranking in Eurovision; lower Swedish PCLs have not deteriorated Swedish ranking.
 Same observation when comparing J-pop (Japanese pop)  to K-pop (Korean pop).
 Reveal internal problems in some countries. Pre-digital markets favor a star-system with high rents for a few

and strong forces in favor of cultural autarky.  “French actors earn too much money” [V. Maraval 2012].
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Subsidies: their size

 Why to talk about subsidies?
Because many copyrights in
audiovisual exist ONLY because
subsidies (tax credits) have been
granted.

 Subsidies can be larger than
copyrights: 1.9 Bio Euros of subsidies
vs. 1.6 Bio Euros of copyrights
(France).

 Subsidies can be a huge share of the
value added: from 63 to 78 percent
(France). Hence it is not surprising
that subsidies are under increased
scrutiny (see next slide).

 Caveat (see below): two different
kinds of subsidies: indirect (to infra-
structure) vs. direct (to film-makers).
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Value
added amount rate [a]

Meuros Meuros %
The 6 most subsidized cultural sectors

TV-channels 5128 5006 97.6
Access to culture 2344 836 35.7
Heritage 8070 1086 13.5
Cinema 3649 476 13.0
Press 5710 726 12.7
Living spectacle 8848 830 9.4

The 5 least subsidized cultural sectors
Visual arts 5724 112 2.0
Image & sound 3415 38 1.1
Books 5511 44 0.8
Architecture 4368 26 0.6
Advertising 5068 0 0.0

Cinema & TV 8777 5482 62.5
share in % 15.2 59.7 --

Other Top 6 sectors 24972 3478 13.9
share in % 43.2 37.9 --

Based on Inspections Générales' Report
Cinema & TV 7537 5882 78.0
Based on Messerlin [2014]

Subsidies
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Subsidies: their poor performance

 “Consumers”:  the boom in subsidies has a poor performance in terms of audience: compared to 1995-99, a
stagnant trend in cinema, and a strong decline in television.

 Content producers: subsidies have the perverse impact to increase costs. Over the last decade, costs of leading
actors have increased by 27 percent, compared to 10 percent for supporting actors [CNC Annual Bilans].
 Very similar to what has happened in agriculture with the Common Agricultural Policy.

 Public governance:  subsidies in audiovisuals raise serious problems of public governance (“privatized” taxes).
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Internet: the “game changer”

 Internet-related new technologies offer alternatives on both costs and resources.
 They decrease massively production costs (movies, music, etc.)
 They generate massive new resources, as illustrated by booming Korean cultural

industries (Korea is a pioneer in Internet-related matters since 1998).
 Music/video: free release on YouTube as an “advertising campaign” while revenues come from

events/performances and “derived products” sold to fans.
 Prestigious predecessor: Molière earned money above all as an actor/theater director.

 Feature films: from the involvement of large industrial firms (Korean “chaebols” [Parc 2014]) to the
development of crowd-equity techniques.

 Short films, documentaries: development of crowd-funding and similar techniques.

 In this increasingly new context, Internet intermediaries have two major roles:
 They are a “two-way” bridge: they facilitate imports of works AND EXPORTS of works.
 They enlarge vastly the potential audience of works—the ultimate target of content producers focusing on

culture. This feature is particularly precious for cultures which insist on their specificities and want to escape
(at least partially) the “tyranny of the masses”.

 They are useful counterweights to geo-blocking which is rarely the best option from a
cultural perspective since it limits the potential audience of works.
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Ensuring the smoothest transition to the
new business models (1/2)
 A completely harmonized Single Market may not be the best solution:

 Keeping some variety in policies is desirable to the extent that it fosters emulation among
policy-makers for designing the “best” regulatory system(s).

 Harmonizing is difficult and tricky.  As PCLs are based on arbitrary “reference values”,
calculating the “harm” is highly arbitrary—opening a wide door to endless litigations.

 However, there is an urgent need to create a more integrated market.
 When designing reforms, keep central the notion of “cultural benefits” (initial justification of

copyrights),
 while developing actions in the four following directions.

 First, “cap and cool” the most costly existing PCLs regimes:
 Don’t extend the basis on which PCLs are calculated: such extensions run a very high risk of

anti-creativity effects since they will make the revenues of content producers increasingly
dependent from the growth of other industries rather than from their own cultural creativity.

 Introduce increasingly wide exceptions based on cultural reasons (libraries..) to existing PCLs.
 Undertake assessment studies on the functioning of the most costly PCL regimes.
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Ensuring the smoothest transition to the
new business models (2/2)
 Second, start by solving the existing internal problems  generated by the

cascade of domestic quasi-monopolies in the audiovisual sector. Such a
cascade may have fit the 1980s-1990s environment, but today it prevents to
raise additional revenues. For instance:
 a rigid time sequence for showing movies (chronologie des medias),
 a de facto priority of the  distribution sector in cinema in getting revenues.

 Third, favor pro-active policies of promoting new sources of revenues from
Internet.
 Favor investment in infrastructure (physical and educational) including with the support of

indirect subsidies (while undertaking a progressive reduction of the direct subsidies to the
content producers, with the caveat below).

 Time is short because technology evolves quickly: Koreans will download a feature movie in
one second in three years from now.

 Last, all these reforms should be designed while paying great attention to the
distribution of revenues—in particular between large and small beneficiaries,
and between incumbent and incoming beneficiaries.
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Thank you very much
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